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Body:

CALL REPORTDocument's Author: Joseph Masih/ARRB Date Created: 05/01/97 The Players Who initiated the 

call? Review Board's representative in the call: Joseph MasihDepartment of the Army's representative in the 

call: Pat SmithDescription of the Call Date: 05/01/97Subject: Army DeclassifierSummary of the Call:Pursuant to 

my telephone conversation with Ed Arnold, Pat Smith, Arnold's assistant, called this morning.We talked again 

about the situation involving Randy Raker's TDY to ARRB office to review the Califano papers. He reiterated 

the suggestion of having ARRB pay for or contribute to the TDY. I told him that I raised the issue with my 

supervisor and that this was a precedent which we did not want established. In addition, ARRB operates on a 

very tight budget. I added that this is the Army's decision and since funding has become an issue it is not our 

prerogative to tell them who to send. I restated that given the situation our major concern is that we get a 

declassifier who is not afraid to use their authority.He suggested that he will try to get around the budget 

issue to get Randy Rakers for us, but that the obstacle is being presented by Raker's boss at the Military 

History Institute. He added that they have some local people at Center of Military History and Bert Hagget at 

the Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff for Intelligence.I asked about the letter which Ed Arnold said we were 

going to receive and he said that it was a formal notification of a change in the Army's compliance officer from 

Linda Dean to Colonel Moore.I also brought up the issue, discussed with Ed Arnold, regarding the time frame 

for when a declassifier can come to ARRB. Arnold suggested the last week of May and I told Pat that we would 

like to fix that date. Otherwise our bottom line has to be the first week of June.Pat said he would try and get 

Arnold to make a commitment on the time frame.Don't forget to compose individual Action Item documents 

for any action items that resulted from the call!
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